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Get Students ONboard TM 
for AP* U.S. Government 
& Politics Success

NEW! ONboardTM for AP* U.S. Government & Politics helps students build or reinforce the 

background knowledge and skills they need to master Advanced Placement course content, allowing them 

to walk into class on Day 1 prepared to succeed.

Designed for Maximum Flexibility
ONboard TM for AP * U.S. Government & Politics is a series of online, 

interactive modules that provide a fl exible pathway to preparedness. 

The varied questioning strategies, animations, and interactivities 

accommodates a variety of learning styles and keeps students engaged. 

A comprehensive pre-test and post-test help students to measure their 

progress. Teachers or school districts can assign ONboard TM as summer 

work, or motivated students can complete the work independently prior to 

the start of their course.

What’s Covered?
Introduction to AP* U.S. Government and Politics

Module 1: Civics

Module 2: Essential Government Vocabulary

Module 3: Data Skills

Module 4: Analyzing Questions

Module 5: Article Analysis

Module 6: Preview to Government & PoliticsExpert Advisory Boards
Developed by a carefully selected team of AP teachers with experience as 

AP Test Development Committee Members, AP Institute Leaders, College 

Board Consultants, AP Question Writers, and Table Leaders and Readers:

• Tony Cordell, Marist School, Atlanta, Georgia

• Daniel Devitt, Menlo School, Atherton, California

• Lori Dumerer, R. L. Turner High School, Carrollton, Texas

• Rebecca Small, Fairfax County Public Schools, Virginia

To learn more and see a demo, 
visit onboard.mcgraw-hill.com

Be sure to contact your local McGraw-Hill Representative for details.
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*Advanced Placement Program and AP are registered trademarks of the College Board, which was not involved in the production of, and does not endorse, these products.
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AP* EXAM PREPARATION | Online. Adaptive. Diagnostic.

STUDY SMARTER, NOT HARDER

SCOREboardTM
 is the fi rst Advanced 

Placement Exam Preparation solution that truly adapts to 

each student’s learning needs, delivering a personalized 

learning plan to ensure student comprehension as they 

prepare in the weeks and months leading up to the AP 

exams, and helping them study smarter, not harder!

• Online • Personalized Learning Plan

• Diagnostic • 4 Complete AP Practice Exams

• Adaptive • Comprehensive Reports

After completing the diagnostic test, students receive their 

personalized learning plan recommending the AP topics 

the student should focus on leading up to the exam.

ONLINE access allows students to study anytime, anywhere via 

their computers or the mobile app for iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad 

equating to ultimate mobility and fl exibility.

ADAPTIVE questioning assesses student understanding and 

drills into areas of weakness providing additional practice and 

remediation to ensure comprehension.

PERSONALIZED LEARNING PLAN is provided for each 

student after completing the diagnostic test, recommending the 

AP topics the student should focus on leading up to the exam. 

Students receive a step-by-step outline of the AP topics that he 

or she needs to master, and progress is tracked via the learning 

calendar so it’s very clear how much has been covered to date, 

and how much still needs to be done.

FOUR COMPLETE AP PRACTICE EXAMS provide 

a practical AP test taking experience. These auto-graded exams 

give immediate feedback on results, and include detailed scoring 

rubrics for Free Response Questions.

Be sure to contact your local McGraw-Hill Representative for details.

FOR APq TEST PREP

*Advanced Placement Program and AP are registered trademarks of the College Board, which was 

not involved in the production of, and does not endorse, these products.

COMPREHENSIVE REPORTS provide students and teachers 

with in-depth insights at all levels. Students can view frequently missed 

questions, sections of struggle, current learning statistics, self-assessment 

results and more.

Teachers can view student and class performance, most frequently missed 

questions, quiz results, metacognitive skills, and more.
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xxii Preface

CREATE Craft your teaching resources to match the way you teach! With McGraw-Hill Create, 
www.mcgrawhillcreate.com, you can easily rearrange chapters, combine material from other content 
sources, and quickly upload content you have written like your course syllabus or teaching notes. Find 
the content you need in Create by searching through thousands of leading McGraw-Hill textbooks. 
Arrange your book to fit your teaching style. Create even allows you to personalize your book’s 
appearance by selecting the cover and adding your name, school, and course information. Contact 
your McGraw-Hill sales representative to receive a complimentary copy. Experience how McGraw-
Hill Create empowers you to teach your students your way.

Teaching and Studying American Democracy Now

BL ACKBOARD McGraw-Hill Education and Blackboard have teamed up. What does this 
mean for you?

1. Your life, simplified. Now you and your students can access McGraw-Hill’s Connect right 
from within your Blackboard course—all with one single sign-on. Say goodbye to the days of 
logging in to multiple applications.

2. Deep integration of content and tools. Not only do you get single sign-on with 
Connect, you also get deep integration of McGraw-Hill content and content engines right 
in Blackboard. Whether you’re choosing a book for your course or building Connect 
assignments, all the tools you need are right where you want them—inside of Blackboard.

3. Seamless Gradebooks. Are you tired of keeping multiple gradebooks and manually 
synchronizing grades into Blackboard?  We thought so. When a student completes an 
integrated Connect assignment, the grade for that assignment automatically (and instantly) 
feeds your Blackboard grade center.

4. A solution for everyone. Whether your school is already using Blackboard or you just 
want to try Blackboard on your own, we have a solution for you. McGraw-Hill and Blackboard 
can now offer you easy access to industry leading technology and content, whether your 
school hosts it, or we do. Be sure to ask your local McGraw-Hill representative for details.
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McGraw-Hill  Connect is a web-based assignment and assessment platform that gives students 
the means to better connect with coursework, teachers, and important concepts they will need to 
know for success now and in the future.

MCGRAW-HILL TEGRIT Y® CAMPUS
Tegrity is a highly-scalable, cloud-based lecture capture service that lets schools capture class 
lectures for review anytime, while providing students the ability to search and replay lecture 
material anytime, at school or at home.  

MCGRAW-HILL CONNECT PLUS EBOOK
A media-rich eBook offers integrated resources to give students the opportunity to interact with 
core course content at the point of need. Links to specific pages of the eBook are embedded in 
Connect assignments, taking students directly to the material to help them complete their work. 
Students can take notes, highlight and bookmark the text online, and save to their notebook for 
reference during study periods. 

GOVERNMENT IN ACTION
Application is essential to developing and retaining course knowledge, but it’s tough to fit into 
today’s busy lifestyles. NOW students have an opportunity to apply what they’re learning through 
Government in Action. Students have a chance to practice American government by competing 
against a computer or one another in a first-of-its-kind virtual world in which students learn by 
doing. In Government in Action students run for reelection and pass legislation, touching on 
every aspect of the course while attempting to gain political capital. This is learning NOW. 

www.MCGRAWHILLCONNECT.com
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